August 31, 2020

The Honorable Alex Azar
Secretary
U.S. Department of Health & Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Secretary Azar,

On behalf of the scientific, medical, and patient communities dedicated to advancing human health, we write to express ongoing concerns about the NIH Human Fetal Tissue Ethics Advisory Board and its final report that would block funding for all but one research proposal seeking to use human fetal tissue. Given the unbalanced composition of the Ethics Advisory Board, we are concerned that the final report reflects a pre-determined objective that is impeding promising biomedical research that has the potential to save lives and reduce human suffering. Considering the medical and scientific significance of research using human fetal tissue, we urge you to use your authority under 42 U.S. Code § 289a–1(b) to reject the Ethics Advisory Board’s recommendations to block specific research projects. Additionally, we ask that you immediately revoke the HHS policy restricting federal funding for biomedical research involving fetal tissue.

The evaluation process for publicly funded research must be insulated from politics and allowed to impartially identify promising research proposals that are ethically sound and scientifically and technically rigorous. This is fundamental to the meritocracy of American science that is envied around the world. In this case, each of the research proposals reviewed by the NIH Human Fetal Tissue Ethics Advisory Board had been peer-reviewed and deemed meritorious with the potential to advance scientific discovery to improve human health.

According to the Washington Post, five of the 15 members of the Ethics Advisory Board are affiliated with a single special interest group that advocates against using fetal tissue in research and that has no standing or expertise otherwise in the scientific community. We believe the lack of diverse perspectives and unbalanced composition of the Ethics Advisory Board prevented it from objectively evaluating most of the research proposals. The justification for the Ethics Advisory Board’s recommendations were not adequately explained in the report, inhibiting public scrutiny of the rationale behind the recommendations. Additionally, the Ethics Advisory Board did not include a patient representative, a critical perspective for evaluating ethical considerations for research. In contrast, the review of fetal tissue research convened by President Ronald Reagan in 1988, led by a federal judge, included a diversity of perspectives from distinguished scientists and clinicians, patients, and multiple religious views. The Reagan panel ultimately supported fetal tissue research by an 18 to 3 vote and concluded in a detailed report that research using legally obtained human fetal tissue was ethical.
We are deeply concerned that the immediate and chilling effect of the Ethics Advisory Board’s recommendations will limit the ethical use of an indispensable biomedical research tool and undermine medical advances in the United States. As our coalition noted during HHS’s fetal tissue review, human fetal tissue has unique and valuable properties that cannot be replaced by other research materials or animal models. Cells from fetal tissue are more flexible and less specialized than cells from adult tissue and can be more readily grown in culture. This is part of the reason why fetal tissue was crucial for the development of vaccines against polio, rubella, measles, chickenpox, adenovirus, rabies, and treatments for debilitating diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, cystic fibrosis, and hemophilia. Human fetal tissue remains necessary for ongoing research against viral diseases, understanding human development and its impact on disease, and research on potential treatments for Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), spinal cord injury, and Parkinson's disease. As our coalition noted in March, which was also noted in the Ethics Advisory Board Report, fetal tissue research may be the key to discoveries that could help end the COVID-19 pandemic.

As organizations representing institutions, scientists, clinicians, and patients driven by a desire to improve the health and well-being of all, we hope you will make the health and safety of all Americans a priority. We urge you to immediately reject the recommendations of the NIH Human Fetal Tissue Ethics Advisory Board that would block funding for important research, and we ask you to revoke the HHS policy that restricts research using human fetal tissue. Thank you for considering our views.
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